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Chapter 1: How You Approach Life and How You Appear To Others
Cancer Rising:
You appear gentle and soft, and you act rather reserved with others until you know them well and
feel it is safe to be open with them. You have a strong need for emotional security and a sense of
belonging, and are deeply attached to the past: your heritage, roots, family, cherished friends, familiar
places, etc. Making radical changes or moves away from what is known and safe can be very painful
and difficult for you. You tend to cling and hold on to people, memories, possessions of personal or
sentimental significance. Having a home, a safe haven, is very important to you.
You approach life emotionally and subjectively and are sensitive to the emotional atmosphere, the
subtle undercurrents of feeling in and around you. Instinctive and nonrational, you are often unable to
give a clear, simple explanation for your actions. Something FEELS right, or it doesn't.
Your emotions and personal loyalties tend to color your thoughts and opinions. You view life from
a very personal perspective and often cannot mentally detach yourself from your own personal bias
and prejudices. You are apt to be concerned primarily with how something affects you and those dear
and close to you, rather than with the principle or the broader social implications. For instance, you
may be very patriotic and feel that whatever "my country" does is right without really knowing much
about the other nations' policies or point of view. Put simply: if it is good for me and mine, it is good.
If it is not good for me and mine, it is no good.
You are tenaciously loyal, protective, and supportive of those you care about, and have a very
strong nurturing, motherly nature (regardless of your gender). You empathize with others and
intuitively sense the feelings and needs of other people. Compassionate and sympathetic, you are
easily moved by others' pain, and you are often the one others seek out when they need comfort,
reassurance, or help.
Your moods fluctuate and change frequently and you are sometimes open, sometimes withdrawn
emotionally. You communicate nonverbally and appreciate a person who can pick up subtle cues and
hints, rather than having to make everything explicit.
You never forget either kindness or unkindness shown to you.
Uranus Conjunct Asc.:
You identify with the progressive, innovative elements in society, and with being a rebel,
reformer, nonconformist, or iconoclast. You enjoy being original, unpredictable, and spontaneous, and
insist on doing whatever you wish regardless of tradition, convention, or other people's wishes. Others
see you as "different" but interesting and exciting.

Chapter 2: The Inner You: Your Real Motivation
Sun in Aries:
You are a person who thrives on challenge, and you often feel that you must battle your way
through life, depending upon no one and nothing but your own strength, intelligence, and courage.
You believe in being totally honest, true to oneself and one's own vision and convictions, even if that
means standing alone. Honesty, integrity, personal honor, and authenticity are your gods, and you
have no sympathy for weakness of character in others.

You crave the freedom to do things in your own way, and you work very well independently.
Cooperating with others or carrying out another's will is not your style. You like to be the chief - or to
go it alone.
You love action and if others are settling down into a nice, comfortable little rut, then you are
always ready to stir things up, do something new, make changes, bring in some fresh blood. Routine
and sameness are like death to you. You are not afraid of trying something that's never been done
before, and even though you may be seen as a fool sometimes, you also discover, invent, and initiate
things that others will later emulate. Taking risks and following your own star are the breath of life for
you, and you wilt (or get very frustrated and angry) if you cannot do this.
You are spontaneous, impulsive, direct, enthusiastic, and assertive. You believe in the power of
positive thinking and positive action, and you think of yourself as a strong person - even invincible.
You hate being ill or in any way in a position of dependency. Accepting your own human limitations
and emotional needs is often difficult for you.
You are basically aggressive in your attitudes and have less facility in the receptive arts of relating
to others, picking up subtle messages and nuances, listening, nurturing, and harmonizing. Often you
are so fired up about your own projects or goals that you inadvertently run over or ignore other
people's feelings and interests. Being receptive and appreciative of others' contributions, ideas, and
feelings would go a long way in improving your relationships. Your impatience to get on with things
causes you to be rather insensitive, and to therefore alienate others unnecessarily. You also frequently
try to accomplish your ends by using anger or some version of a temper tantrum. You would gain
much by learning to slow down, relax, and just let things be sometimes, but your energetic, restless
nature rarely allows you to do this.
Sun in 8th house:
You crave intense experiences and are attracted to aspects of life that are strange, unfathomable,
or taboo. You may hide your interests or inclinations, except from those who know you very
intimately. You are rarely content with yourself and your life, and you have an inner urge to be
continually going farther or deeper than you ever have before. You also have a strong interest in social
power and the role that money and economics play in people's lives.

Chapter 3: Mental Interests and Abilities
Mercury in Pisces:
You are more of a poet than a rational scientist, for your mind does not function in a strictly
logical, linear fashion. The language of music, art, or poetry is natural to you, and you are also able to
think in highly abstract and symbolic terms. Translating your thoughts and impressions into concrete,
everyday language may be difficult for you at times and consequently you may appear less intelligent
or at least less quick-witted and verbal than others. This was especially true of you as a child, and you
probably daydreamed a good deal also. You are intuitive and are able to sense what others' thoughts
and feelings are, even before they say anything to you. You often form an opinion about a person or
situation without much factual knowledge of them, and your impressions are usually correct. You can
be somewhat absent-minded and you become so immersed in your own thoughts that you overlook
things in your immediate, tangible environment. You are extremely open-minded and believe that
anything is possible. Intangible or spiritual forces seem just as real to you as anything in the concrete
world. Your imagination and your sympathetic understanding of other people are two of your greatest
gifts.

Mercury in 8th house:
The mysterious and the unknown fascinate you and you may investigate the supernatural or
something that is hidden or taboo. You need to know what is going on behind the scenes. You are also
deeply curious about or astute about economic, political, or social power, big business, and the
motives and powers behind the social facade.
Moon Conjunct Mercury:
You are a natural psychologist or counselor, interested in the inner motivations, feelings, personal
life, and problems of others. You are a sympathetic listener and you also love to discuss (endlessly!)
your own experiences and feelings. You tend to be very personal and subjective in your point of view.
You have a talent for getting others to talk about their lives, dreams, desires, and other things that are
personally meaningful to them. You could be an excellent interviewer, reporter, or biographer. Idle
talk and gossip are your vices.
The study of the past - history, archeology, genealogy, etc. - is of great interest to you.
Psychology, symbolism, mythology, and languages are also areas that you are drawn to.

Chapter 4: Emotions: Moods, Feelings, Romance
Moon in Aquarius:
You are not easily moved by emotional displays and can be curiously detached from your own
and others' emotions. It's almost as if you could turn your feelings on and off at will so you should be
careful not to leave the switch "off" too often, for you could easily become too impersonal. Family
ties and attachments are not as important to you as they are to most people and you often consider
your friends closer to you than your blood relatives. Certainly, your sympathy and concern extends
much beyond your immediate family. In your personal relationships, you insist upon a certain amount
of independence and the freedom to pursue friendships with as many people, of both sexes, as you
choose. You do not appreciate a jealous, possessive partner.
You feel comfortable in an atmosphere that is open and experimental, and you have little taste for
convention and tradition.
Moon in 7th house:
You depend a great deal upon other people for emotional support and you have a large "family"
of friends that care about you and treat you as kin. The women in your life are particularly important
to you, and your relationship with them powerfully influences your sense of security and happiness.
You may be overly dependent and unsure of yourself without a close partner.
Moon Opposition Pluto:
You have intense desires and feelings and your personal relationships are deeply emotional,
passionate, and often stormy and painful as well. There are powerful magnetic ties between yourself
and those you care about, and you could become emotionally obsessed by another person. Your
feelings can become so urgent and compelling that you do things that are not rational. You undergo
periodic emotional upheavals and purging, when you must break all ties, release the past and begin
anew.

Moon Trine Neptune:
The beauty and harmony of your surroundings has a very powerful effect on your emotions. You
are very sensitive and cannot stand to be in an atmosphere where there is discord or dissonance.
Gentle, kindhearted, and peace-loving, you will give or sacrifice much in order to avoid a fight and to
"make everyone happy".
Venus in Aquarius:
You are open and unconventional in your attitude towards love, romance, and sex. You enjoy
socializing, bringing people together, and having many friends of both sexes. You value friendship
very highly and are, in fact, more comfortable being a friend than a lover. You desire an intellectual
rapport or spiritual bond with your love partner, but deep intimacy and emotional bonding do not
come easily to you. The role of "husband" or "wife" in the traditional sense doesn't appeal to you, and
you abhor jealousy and possessiveness since you feel that no person truly "belongs" to another. You
appreciate a love partner who will allow you plenty of freedom and is not very emotionally
demanding.
Venus in 7th house:
You are a very personable, affectionate, loving friend and will always have many people in your
life who love and cherish you. You prefer being with others rather than on your own, and you feel
very incomplete without a special person in your life to share your love with. Being half of a close,
loving couple is very important to you.
You are a peacemaker, the one who adapts, harmonizes, and makes concessions for the sake of
the relationship. Your charm and agreeableness makes you very popular.
Venus Square Mars:
You are intensely amorous and attractive to the opposite sex, and are not inclined to friendly
platonic relationships. There is much tension in your love life - often because you put your desires
ahead of your partner's, and are impatient about having your love needs satisfied. The whole arena of
love, romance, and sex is endlessly fascinating for you and you are not happy without a love partner.
You can "burn yourself out" by pouring so much of your energy into romance.
Venus Square Saturn:
You are serious and find it difficult to enjoy yourself in a lighthearted, open and playful way with
others. You rarely do something purely for pleasure, and can be very close-fisted and parsimonious.
Perhaps due to painful separations in your early life, you are very cautious about becoming close to
people and sharing your feelings. Though you crave love and affection, intimacy is difficult for you.
You may become romantically involved with people who do not value you or treat you well. You need
to learn to love and value yourself before you will find happiness in love.

Chapter 5: Drive and Ambition: How You Achieve Your Goals
Mars in Taurus:
Once you set your mind on a goal, your dedication, determination, and commitment to it are
extraordinary. You pursue your ambitions tenaciously and will stubbornly refuse to give up, let go, or
be influenced in any way. Like Aesop's tortoise, you labor patiently and steadfastly until you achieve

what you want - or until it is clear beyond a shadow of a doubt that all is lost. You are a reliable,
consistent, and productive worker, and often shoulder more of the workload than your co- workers,
usually without complaint. The nitty-gritty work often falls to you. You prefer a regular routine, with
definite hours and clearly defined responsibilities and tasks. In fact, establishing a pattern or routine is
very important to your success because once you get started in a certain direction, is easy for you to
follow it through to its completion. Getting started is more difficult. You have a lazy, comfort-loving
side and there is often a good deal of inertia for you to overcome before you get going. Once you get a
momentum going, your energy level is strong and steady.
You are interested in concrete results and solid, practical achievement. You need to have some
tangible product or contribution to show for your efforts, and cannot be content with only intangible
rewards (such as having a good time, learning, or spiritual enrichment). Material well-being and
security is also a large factor in determining what you do. Your stamina and persistence is your great
strength but it can also work against you; you can get caught in a rut and refuse to seize new
opportunities. You also tend to play it safe, and to limit yourself in that way.
Mars in 10th house:
You are likely to be known for your drive, energy, ambition, and competitive spirit. A successful
career based on your ability to take initiative, be a leader, or excel in physical strength and prowess is
likely. You most definitely want to be a winner and will work hard to achieve that.
Mars Opposition Saturn:
You work hard and patiently to achieve your objectives, persevering and continuing on in spite of
difficulties and discouragement. Concentrating on a single, clearly defined goal, you are able to
accomplish much, but you often feel that the way is long and arduous, and that you must struggle on
alone, that it's all on your shoulders.
You are capable of great self-control and self-denial and can be a hard task master, expecting far
too much of yourself. You also tend to hold yourself back, to doubt your own power and ability. You
feel that you meet with great resistance whenever you try to assert yourself or take initiative. Anger
and frustration can be big problems for you, especially when you try to work with other people or
depend too much on others for support. You work best in solitude.
Mars Sextile Jupiter:
Your self-confidence and vitality are strong and you believe you can do just about anything you
want to. You have an enterprising spirit, a good sense of timing, and the ability to sense what will
succeed and what won't. You usually make fortunate decisions in work or business activities. You
enjoy healthy competition and you have a rather playful, good-humored attitude toward it. You mostly
compete with yourself to see how far you can go or how much you can accomplish. You like to keep
stretching your limits.

Chapter 6: Other Influences
Jupiter in Cancer:
You make others feel accepted and comfortable. You have a knack for breaking down feelings of
alienation and you make others feel included and a part of group activities. You have a loving,
protective side that wants to take care of everyone. Creating a supportive atmosphere that is
nourishing both to yourself and to others is one of your strengths.

Also, your home and heritage are important to you, and you maintain close connections to your
past.
Jupiter in 12th house:
You are drawn to social work, the ministry, giving your time and energy to charitable
organizations, or to serving and helping the disadvantaged in some way. Your generosity and
unselfishness will bring you and others much good.
Jupiter Conjunct Uranus:
You are very enthusiastic and high-spirited. You inject a positive, optimistic note into any
endeavor, and others enjoy your fun-loving and enterprising attitude.
Jupiter Trine Saturn:
You have a good balance between idealism, optimism, and vision for the future on one hand and
a realistic sense of what can actually be achieved on the other hand. Your judgment and business sense
are usually quite good. You possess patience and the ability to accept limitation and frustration on the
way to your goals.
Older, more experienced individuals or mentors are likely to play a significant and beneficial
role in your life.
Saturn in Scorpio:
You both yearn for, and fear, being emotionally vulnerable with others and experiencing deep
emotional intimacy. Trusting others and letting yourself be known in a deep way doesn't come easily
to you, and sexual inhibitions may result from this. You are very self-protective and may be
compulsively secretive. Learning to relinquish control in personal relationships, and to be completely
open, are important tasks for you.
Saturn in 4th house:
Your childhood or your relationship with your parents was restrictive, unloving, or unhappy in
ways that may prevent you from allowing other people to get close to you in later life. You felt
deprived in some manner, whether or not you actually were deprived in some way. Emotional
separations or repression of your needs and feelings may typify your early life, at least as you
remember it. Forgiving your parents and/or letting go of any resentments you have about the
limitations you experienced early in your life is crucial. Also, you need to build your own solid
foundation, and investing time and energy into your home, domestic relationships, and inner life can
help you accomplish this.
Saturn Square Pluto:
Once you decide what you want to do, you will pursue it tenaciously and, if necessary, sacrifice a
great deal for your deeply felt convictions. This trait tends to make you feel a little out of step with
others. You take things a little more seriously and have an inclination to be a bit of a fanatic, although
probably not flamboyantly so, so others may not know how deeply you feel and how driven you are
about the things that are important to you. You have a deep inner resolve and are willing to struggle to
do the things that are really meaningful to you, rather than follow an easier but less meaningful course
in life.
Saturn Trine Uranus:

You have a talent and ability for putting fresh ideas and inspiration into practice. You are ready
and willing to utilize new ideas and methods, and you have a knack for gaining acceptance for a new
idea and practically implementing it.
Uranus in Cancer:
You are part of a 7 year group of people who have a strong need to feel unrestrained by family ties
and personal heritage. Your age group tends to find personal relationships very restrictive, and also
tends to feel alienated and distant from family ties and concerns. Forming long-term personal
relationships is difficult for your age group, and divorce rates are high in your group. However, you
are an emotional and sensitive group also, and this instability is painful at times. Finding personal
freedom and closeness with others at the same time is a big challenge for you.
Uranus in 12th house:
Most people do not see your wild, daring, "crazy" side, and you yourself may be unaware of it!
You tend to hold back the unconventional, inventive, impulsive side of you nature - or to live it out
only in your private fantasies. You may have strange dreams!
Uranus Square Neptune:
You were also born during a period that lasted approximately 5 years and is characterized by an
unusually high degree of imagination and sensitivity. You are part of a group of people who are very
inspired but also unstable. The bizarre and unusual are standard fare among your age group. Your
generation also inspires intense political movements that are often fanatical or unreasonable in their
goals.
Neptune in Libra:
You are part of a 14 year group of people who have a very idealistic sense of brotherhood and
universal cooperation, which, among other things, fostered the peace and freedom movement. Your
age group is also interested in the spiritual philosophy and ideals of other cultures, and is not at all
dogmatic in its approach to religion. You incorporate the approaches of other religions. Your age
group tends to have an eclectic approach to religion, utilizing elements from many religious
perspectives (e.g. Eastern and Western), and finds it difficult to follow traditionally defined religious
practices.
A gullibility and an unwillingness to be decisive and judgmental inclines your age group to be
easily deceived, and consequently many of the well-intended ideals and goals are frustrated by a lack
of clear purpose and direction.
Neptune in 3rd house:
Daydreaming, lack of concentration, and inattention to your surroundings can be problems for
you. Your mind tends to wander unless you are using it in an imaginative, creative way. Dry facts and
cold logic hold no appeal for you, and unless a subject has a colorful or personally inspiring element,
you won't stick with it for long. You have a sensitive, intuitive bent.
Neptune Sextile Pluto:
The entire generation to which you belong has tremendous opportunities for spiritual rebirth and
awakening. This will not be forced upon you or precipitated by unavoidable events, rather it comes
from an inner yearning and a natural propensity to seek the depths.

Pluto in Leo:
You are part of a 20 year period that is often referred to as the "ME" generation, a generation that
has a very proud and self-reliant attitude. You are a generation that is very concerned with selfdevelopment and personal integrity. Women's rights and minority rights are issues that your
generation has fostered and they reflect your concern with individual respect, integrity, and honor.
Your age group has a deeply felt sense that each person has an equal right and opportunity to fully
develop his or her inner potential.
However, your group also finds it difficult to be part of a team and a strong egotism makes group
efforts difficult; you tend to see the individual as more important than the group. You also defy
authority and often feel that no one has the right to tell you what to do. The strong movement to refuse
drafting into the military is one example of your age group's strong sense of individual rights and
freedom.
Your age group has popularized the idea of self-development, and has contributed a great deal to
the development of individual potential as well as human rights. However, there is also a tendency to
be rather self-centered; others may wonder how you can spend so much time developing yourselves
and have so little time to contribute to your families!
The interest in personal development also sometimes manifests as a fascination with particular
individuals and a great deal of hero worship. Every generation, of course, has lots of idols, but your
generation is particularly prone to needing a specific individual to represent and embody an idea or
feeling, and to serve as a focal point of interest. Perhaps the most extreme example of this is the
concept of the guru that was popularized by your age group.
Pluto in 1st house:
You are an intense person, inclined to be wholeheartedly and passionately involved in whatever
your current interest is. You easily go to extremes and you make more moderate, easy-going souls feel
uncomfortable.
You may have unusual charisma and also be profoundly influenced by powerful, charismatic
figures whom you model yourself after. Learning to use personal power appropriately is an issue for
you. Negatively, you can be manipulative and obsessed with personal aggrandizement. Positively, you
can be a potent force for change, growth, and healing in the world.

